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ABSTRACT

A simple semi-analytical formula for the heavy ion interaction potential

within the double-folding model approximation is obtained. The folded inter-

action is assumed to be expressed in Yukawa terms or the derivatives of them.

The densities used can be hoth experimental or theoretical (of simple "step-

wise", "Fermi-Saxon-Woods" or complicated "shell model" structure) densities.

A vay of inserting the exchange terms is discussed. Numerical calculations for

some colliding partners are reported.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that the optical model or the optical potential has

been an extremely popular tool for understanding the scattering of numerous

projectiles from nuclei when low or medium energies are used. Although this

Kodel is powerful in phenomenologically unifying our understanding of many

scattering phenomena (or even transfer reactions phenomena), there remains

the theoretical problem of trying to calculate the optical potential from

more basic processes. This necessity occurs also at the same time as

experiments vith the heavier projectiles have been done. It appears that

large ambiguities in the phenomenological optical potential exist fll. One

general theoretical framework has been given by Feshbach [3]. Numerous

attempts have been made to calculate the real part of the nucleon-nucleus

and heavy-ion-nucleus optical potential by folding phenomenological or

realistic effective residual interactions. By "realistic" we mean those

effective operators obtained within the nuclear matter methods or methods

developed in the quantum liquid theory. Calculations of the imaginary part

of the optical potential have generally more limited success, but by assuming

the same functional dependence on the ion-nucleus distance,some of these

results become encouraging [3].

The present work focuses attention more on the technical aspect of

the problem. Most of the authors try to avoid the integration difficulties

by fitting the densities with some known simple function or by using Fourier

transforms that lead to a triple integration which is performed numerically.

Assuming that any kind I1*] of effective operators, used as an

effective interaction potential that must be folded, can be expanded in terms

of Yukawa potentials(or derivatives of them) we have been able to perform one

of those three integrals analytically. Thus, our formula contains a double

numerical integration, and we can use both phenomenological and microscopical

densities of the colliding partners. Usually the densities are taken from

experiment, but these densities correspond to the ground states of the in-

volved nuclei. When we describe processes involving excited states {e.g. oc-

decay to the excited states or between excited states, inelastic scattering

of composite projectiles, etc.) microscopic densities, such as those given by the

shell model (within the Hartree-Fock or more sophisticated calculations) are

necessary.

Numerical calculations show that our potentials are the same as

those given in the literature, obtained, however, with more computational

time or mathematical difficulties.
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II. FORMAL THEORY

The general theoretical framework of Feshbach[2] leads to the

• scattering Schrodinger equation with an effective Hamiltonian. By applying

this procedure, we. must take care about the problem of choosing the right

projectors. The projectors normally used in the literature must be corrected

due to the antisymmetry problem.

Assuming that the effective Hamiltonian that describes the internal

motion of each of the colliding partners is known:

ve can construct the internal part of the channel scattering wave function as

follows:

(2)

\in which J ^ o stand for the internal co-ordinates of the partners and J\

Is the operator that performs the antisymmetry, "between the nucleons belonging

to the projectile a and the nucleons belonging to the target A. Using this

quantity we can define the antisymmetry normalization operator

N
-2.

C3)

and afterwards the projector onto the given channel Is defined as follows:

It is clear that P commutes with the Hamiltonian

•ff
(5)

Denoting the complementary operator by Q = 1 - P, the effective Hamiltonian

for the scattering problem has the following expression:

-3-

J = T> {H +HQ-^
E-QHQ (6)

where E is the scattering energy and H is the exact many-body Henaitian

Hamiltonian.

Assuming that there Is no mass renormalization in the relative motion

of the partners, the effective many-body Hamiltonian which is In the bracket in

Eq.(6) can he replaced by

* x;ff * it (7)

where

- Xa, (6)

with

(9)

If we assume that this operator Is a two-body operator, we can write it in

the second quantization form

i. s t 1

where a, Y stand for the s.p. states of the nucleus a and B, S, for

the s.p. states of the nucleus A. The round brackets remind us that the

matrix elements remain a function of the interionic separation distance.

Sow neglecting the exchange terms both in the kinetic and the potential

energy operators, then using the sudden approximation(l.e. a ,a - fermion

operators commute with the a., a - fermion operators) and assuming the
p o

locality of the operator (9)»we obtain the well-known formula, for the double-

folded potential

U(R)= f P S fAA



where

L i

(11)

in which ^ ^ stand for the single-particle wave functions of the projectile

(target)nucleus, and v(r) is the effective operator that must be folded.

II. FOLDED YUKAWA POTENTIAL

Assuming the mutual effective interaction v(r) to be a sum of

Yuk&va terms

(12)

and the following expansions of the densities'

Eq..(10) becomes

2)

(13)

T

vhere
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(15)

in which Jj(p) the spherical Bessel functionsl5].

^ + i £ + X is an even number

To perform the integral (15) ve use the identity

Here ve have used the

property that the sum ^ + i £ + X is an even number and \ « 2X + 1 .

i = 2 ,
s = 1

{ e < z 2 ) , (16)

where

e(x)

fl x > 0 -, z1 = - X l + x £ + x 3, z £ -

^ 0 x < 0 j z 3 = xx • x 2 - x 3 , z Q -

(17)

Eq.(l6) divides the co-ordinate space {x^x^.x,} into four parts,

where the integral (15) can easily be performed. In the first three parts

z, < 0, z < 0, z < 0 this integral can/performed in the same uanner. In

the first zone, for instance, we must use the identity [5]

(18)

which splits the Integral (15) into two terras. The first integral can be

performed by closing the contour in the upper plane. For the second integral,

we close the contour in the lover plane. Here we have simple poles K = ±iu.

In the last zone (see Eq.(l6)), wo must use Eq.(l8) for all three

spherical Bessel functions occurring in Eq.(l5). This procedure splits the

integral (15) into eight parts. For four such Integrals we must close the

contours in the upper plane and for the other four in the lower plane. Here

we have simple poles K = ±ip and on? pole of the order Jl

at the origin. Thus Eg.(l5) becomes

\. + X_ + ^_
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F' A w - 9 C-z4) 5
*KK A

h CD

^ O

9 t-

where

I (I)

and

,(1)

(19)

(so-)

(21)

with
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y1

-< Z

1 y1"

A,

with

(22)

5= VS1

The expressions of the nucleus-nucleus potentials or of the Integrand functions

F(i X j i J or g * (x XgX.) become more simple for some particular cases. The

Coulomb nucleus-nucleus folding, potential can be obtained from the nucleus-
2

nucleus Yukawa folding potential if "we choose jt- e and p = 0 .

For spherical colliding partners the g functions of the Coulomb

potential are

(0)1, . _ 1̂ _
g 000

(23)

For the same partners the g functions of the nuclear potential are
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Oooo

In this case Eq..{19) becomes [6]

' UM*. *£A*

(25)

For the defoimed partners the g functions of the Coulomb potential have the

following expressions':

( V ) J V ** *

S.-Jl.-l-O ', S - *. + S + - H > -*='*'+"l» + J** ' (26)

From the Yukawa-type interaction (12) by sending u + °° ve can

obtain the Dirac delta-type interaction

y
2 e-l*l

«(x) = lim

In this case the g functions from Eqs-(19) to (22) become

(27)

r 1 1 < • « * * * " » / /

-9-

,

k=r
(28)

Using this expression in the case of spherical partners the function

(19) becomes

(29)

and the expression (lit) for the potential is the following:

(30)

where

0(x) = I ypg(y) dy .

0

Nov if we restrict ourselves to the step-vise

(31)

P i = P0i (32)

densities, the nucleus-nucleus potential (10) together with Eq.(l2) become

a. particular ease of Eq..(l5):
•0°

Using Eqs.{20)-(22) with

the ECrappe-Six expression [t] of the nucleus-nucleus potential.

= 1, Xg •= 1, A = 0 and > R£ we obtain

Sending p + 0, i.e. for the Coulomb potential vith the step-wise

densities (32) we obtain the Iwe-Wiebieke L&] expression

-10-



l5

We have defined z , z ?, z in Eo. (IT) but here we replace x. "by

Bi (with E 3 »'R) and E 1 > R?. Z ^ and Z^ are the nuclei charges.

We should mention that the formula given by De Vries and Clover [9]

contains mistakes. The "log" term cannot he present in the Coulomb-nucleus-

nucleus potential formula.

Using the densities (32) we can construct the nuclear part of the

nucleus-nucleus potential in the case vhen a Dirao delta interaction is

folded

(35)

which is an expression identical to that given by Fink, Scheid and Greiner [10].

We may mention another particular case of the nucleus-nucleus folding

potential, namely when the partners are spherical nuclei and the interaction

that must be folded is of the Gaussian type. The expression (15) is replaced

by _ <?°

F

000
~ i

3

C36)

- 1 1 -

ijf 3g

where *(x) = erf(x)

those from Eq.(lT).
./7 Jn

-t
dt and z. have the same meaning as

IV. (TOMERICAL RESULTS

First we have calculated the Coulomb potential using the above

procedure and different densities. Among others, we have verified the

equivalence of the limiting procedure (p •+ 0) for the Coulomb potential

with the other known formulae [8]. In ?ig.l we show this equivalence using

step-wise densities. In Fig.2 ve analyse the dependence of the -Couloab

nucleus-nucleus potential on the chosen density. In Figs-3-c" we analyse the

ratios of these potentials as in Ref.[9] obtaining different results.

Choosing the following parameters for the Yukawa terms [ll]:

= 1528.75 Mev fta;

= -T8U.lt Mev fm;

-1

2.5 fm
-1 (37)

we have calculated the folded potentials for the 0 + 0 system using

Fermi-Woods-Saxon type densities (Fig.7). Using shell model densities for

l 6 0 (Fig.8) and for 2 0 8Pb (Fig.9) we calculated the l6O-2°8Pb folded

Coulomb plus nuclear potential (Fig.10). Similar results are obtained for

the 1 0 + °Ca elastic channel (Figs.11 and 12) and He + PD (Figs.13 and

!.H). Some of these results are identical with those obtained in lihe

.terature [3].

In the above-mentioned calculations the colliding nuclei have been

chosen to be spherical. Eq.(llt) is able to describe without inserting new

coupling parameters the interaction between the nuclei when they are chosen

to be deformed also. In Fig.15 there are shown the X = 0 and \ - 2 multi-

pole terms of both Coulomb and nuclear potentials for the pair of 0 plus
26

Mg calculated with the parameters (37) and using the shell model Saxon-

Woods densities.

V. CORRECTIONS DUE TO THE EXCHANGE TERNE

If ve come back to the formal theory of analysing the exchange terms

corrections, w e realize that we have two kinds of corrections. Writing the

Schrodinger equation for a given scattering channel with the effective

Hamiltonian (6)

-12 -



U - (38)

where E = E - t - e, (see Eq.(l)) and

C£ 7"** (39)

ve see that the orthogonality condition

leads to the following equation (see Eq.(3))

Thus, the radial scattering vave functions must he corrected by the

normalisation operator ff [12-16]

Gathering Eqs.(38) to (U2) ve obtain an equation for a
C

The antisymmetry operator J occurring in the definition (2) of

the internal part of the scattering wave function is proportional to

where

16a.
£',

(UU)

(1*5)

-13-

in which P., are the permutation operators and a contains tvo or more

particle permutations. If we neglect the contribution of the ap operator,

the exchange term correction to the potential (id) that must be present in

Eq.^S) is equivalent to a folded [17-19] Dirac delta interaction (see

Eq.s.(2T) and (28)}.

A similar expression with a different strength can be obtained for

the K operator defined in Eq.(3). Thus the two kinds of corrections mentioned

occur in the potential itself and in the normalization operator.

At this point one should pay attention that in the definition of the

square root of the operator (3) there is some arbitrariness in the choice of

the solution. If expanding ^ K | I - K | H ' ^ in terms of spherical harmonics we

work with the matrix ^R|l-K|R' ^ defined for R 6 {0,°°} and R'£{0,«l .

The matrix element for H >> E + R and R1 » R + R practically "
fl A & A

vanishes. Thus the matrix < R | 1 - K | E ' ^ . can be assumed to have finite

dimensions. If the eigenvalues of such a matrix are not degenerated then we

obtain [20] 2 solutions for the operator K, where n is the dimension

of the matrix 1-K. If the eigenvalues are degenerated we obtain an in-

finite number [20] of solutions for the operator N. The anomalous behaviour

of the rms radius obtained in Bef.[2l] may perhaps le explained by the presence

of the ambiguities in the choice of N. Also the enhancement of the atdecay

widths reported by Fliessbach and co-workers [221, [23] cannot be accepted

without a serious analysis of the procedure of getting the H operator. In

Refs.[£2] and [23], for instance, the penetrability is calculated using an

optical model potential, without corrections due to the exchange terms (i.e.

the N operator is not present as in Eq.(!*3)), while the reduced widths are

corrected by acting with N on the old amplitudes of the reduoed widths.

One should apply a self-consistent procedure to eliminate the above-

mentioned ambiguities, i.e. the same N operator must correct both the

penetrabilities and the reduced widths. Similar conclusions can be drawn

in computing scattering or stripping (pick-up) reactions matrix elements.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Assuming that any kind of effective interaction (phenomenologically or

microscopically obtained from nuclear matter or Fermi liquid [2^] calculations)

can be expressed in terms of Yukava potentials (or derivatives of them), an

explicit expression of the nucleus-nucleus folding model potential is obtained.

This expression can be applipd for both spherical and defon: .-.̂ lel in a

-lU



given scattering channel (not necessarily the elastic one, i.e. when the

colliding Nuclei are in their ground states). Particular known oases such

as folding potentials with step-vise densities, Coulomb potentials or folded

delta interaction potentials are obtained from our general expression. More-

over our formula describes the interaction potential between deformed nuclei

vithout inserting new parameters. One-nucleon exchange terms can easily be

included.

One should, however, pay attention to the normalization procedure

of the scattering wave function.
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FOOTNOTES

1) For example, a shell model vith the effective residual interaction.

3) Eq.(l3) is valid only if the symmetry axes of the partners are

parallel. The generalization to the non-parallal axes is straight-

forward.
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Fig.l The double folded sharp cut-off Coulomb potential: l) obtained

from the (3h) and 2) obtained from ClU) and {25) with ^ = 1(T3

fm"1 (i.e.p- - * 0 ) . Case l 60 + 2 0 8Pb.

Fig.2 The point charge (A), double folded Fermi (B) and double folded

sharp cut-off Coulomb potentials for 0 + Pt>.

FIR . 3 Ratios of (i) double folded Fermi Coulomb potential to the double

folded sharp cut-off Coulomb potential, (II) double folded Fermi

Coulomb potential to the point charge Coulomb potential and (ill)
Coulomb

double folded sharp cut-off/potential to the point charge

Coulomb potential. Case 0 + 2 0 8Pb.

Fig.it

Flg.g

Fig .6

The same as in Fig.3. Case 1 1 6Sn + 2 0 8Fb.

The some as in Fig.3. Case Zn + Sn.

The same as in Fig.3. Case ^Ca + Sn.

Fig.7 The double folded Fermi Coulomb plus nuclear potential for

0 + 0 channel.

Fig,8 The shell model nuclear proton and neutron densities together

with the corresponding single-particle Saxon-Woods potentials

for l 6 0 .

Fig.o The same as in Fig.8 for 208

FiR.lO The double folded Coulomb plus nuclear potential for 0 +

obtained using the densities shown In Figs.8 and 9-

Fig.11 The same as in Fig.8 for Ca.

Fig.12 The same as in Fig.10 for 0 + °Ca.

Fig.13 The same as in Fig,6 for He and Pb.

Fig.ll> The same as in Fig. 10 for He + Fb.

Fig.1? The double folded (with shell model densities) Coulomb and

nuclear multipole terms* (* = 0,2)of the 0 + Mg nucleus-

nucleus potential.
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